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While using compressed air
to fire shells dates prior
to the time of Christ, it

took Edmund Zalinski, a Polish-
born American Army officer to
perfect the concept — and the US
Navy to try it in combat.

In 19th Century artillery
warfare, the problem was how to 

Even though Edmund Zalinski was an
inventor of prodigious output, he also
knew when technology had passed 
him by.

Edmund Zalinski’s huge dynamite gun — using
compressed air to silently spew out shells packed
with hundreds of pounds of dynamite capable of

blowing up whole neighborhoods from miles distant — had 19th Century doom-
sayers predicting that the new weapon was capable of laying ruin to the world
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shoot high explosive payloads over
great distances without pre-
maturely exploding them. Experi-
ments proved compressed air to be
the best way, and that’s where
Edmund Zalinski enters the story.

According to historian William
Leathers, “Zalinski was a
respected, competent designer and 

Postcard of USS Vesuvius postcard showing one the three
black projector barrels firing.

inventor. His list of patents carries
many impressive military items,
including a telescopic artillery
sight, many types of artillery and
blasting fuses, a ramrod bayonet,
shaped charges, a highly
sophisticated coastal artillery
range finder, and the common
entrenching tool so well-known to
millions of soldiers and marines.

“His most spectacular claim to
historical fame, though, was for
his development of the dynamite
gun concept.”

In 1888, Capt. Zalinski, an
army ordnance officer, wrote to the
US War Department, “My design
for a dynamite gun is a study of
simplicity… Compressed air is fed
from a main reservoir into a firing
tank, where the missile is
discharged at a pressure of 1000-
psi. There is no recoil and the
discharge sound is no louder than
a man’s cough.”

A friendly, modest man,
Zalinski always denied he
invented the mighty dynamite
gun, saying, “I gave only

direction to the
developments of

others. But, I did
make it a practical
military appliance.

“The mechanical
engineer whose
expertise was of
great aid was Nat

model was essentially a seamless
brass barrel 28-ft long and
mounted on a tripod.

Zalinski reported to his
superiors, “I fired several 250-
pound dummy projectiles without
explosives…

“They sped some 2100-yards
across New York harbor with quite
reasonable accuracy.”

He later reported very
spectacular tests involving armor
penetration and explosive
destruction of targets. Friends said
the young officer was “totally
captivated by the idea of tossing
hundreds of pounds of dynamite
into the laps of the enemy.”

Zalinski found that placing the
charge near the head of the
projectile used much of the power
instantly upon impact. So, the
ingenious officer placed his charge
to the rear of the missile —
changing the design and
configuration of the head. He had
“invented” the shaped charge
concept — developed later as the
Monroe Effect — so useful in
penetrating armor plate.

Late in 1887, Zalinski 
got the chance to show off
his uni- que dynamite guns
with the shaped-charge
shells using his own
electric fusing system.

“A sin- gle projectile con-
taining 56-pounds of

W. Pratt of Babcock and Wilcox,”
he added.

Their prototype gun was
manufactured by Joseph Mefford
in Ohio, and then delivered to Fort

Hamilton in
New York for
testing in
1883. The
Mefford


